
 

Swarm by Abstract Effects

From the team at Abstract Effects comes the color changing card that can be
signed.

From the team at Abstract Effects comes the color changing card that can
produce objects.

From the team at Abstract Effects comes the color changing card that allows you
to end clean.

One card. Endless possibilities. This is SWARM!

Fully and easily customizable, this single gimmick can be paired with your
favorite deck of cards and provide you with the ability to perform endless color
changing, object producing effects!

Finally, you can have your spectator sign a card and then change the color of the
card back right in front of their eyes instantly before handing their card back to
them for them to examine and keep. Not only that, but SWARM allows you to
produce virtually any small object on your spectator's signed card.

With a locking mechanism that holds your gimmick in position until you're ready
to make the color change or object production, SWARM allows you to handle
your color changing card more freely than ever! Making it more convincing and
more surprising to your audience.

SWARM is easy to perform for beginner magicians while also allowing for more
advanced techniques and routines for experienced performers.

SWARM includes one fully ready to go, handmade gimmick along with extra
materials for customization. The instructional video will walk you through the
basics of the effects shown in the trailer as well as ideas to prompt you to get
creative as you dive into the endless possibilities with this gimmick.

Color changing card that can be signed, produce small objects, and
allows you to end clean.
Ready to go out of the box; no DIY needed to perform the effect.
Easy to do but provides opportunities for advanced magicians.
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Customizable to virtually any deck (any poker sized deck of paper playing
cards; we have to say "virtually" so that one guy doesn't get mad when
their jumbo deck of 8.5' x 11' titanium cards doesn't work).
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